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The ideal tool for home or office, this compact and inexpensive PC product allows you to dive in to simulations in hours. In contrast to the predecessors, this one can quickly and elegantly be played on a Windows 10 PC. With all its features and advantages, Emergency: Emergency Deluxe Edition guarantees an intense and nearly real experience of firefighting and emergency operations. The
Emergency Deluxe Edition includes: Emergency Deluxe Edition contains all the features of Emergency Deluxe that has been developed especially for beginner and intermediate users. It can be started directly from the desktop and offers a basic intuitive game interface and extensive tutorial in different languages. The combat mechanics are consistent with the previous versions. The campaign

mode is expanded, offering the player 20 giant missions in a real-time strategy setting against an ever-changing goal. Two to four players can compete against one another in the multiplayer mode to be the leader of the largest rescue forces. The edition provides an in depth description and clear instructions, combined with a very attractive display in the form of new graphics. The product can be
operated without installation on PC and portable PC devices. \"EMERGENCY\" 4 Deluxe has been re-released to bring you the very best version of \"EMERGENCY 4\", providing more missions with over 20 campaigns, and the Endless and Challenge modes. Three extra missions have been added, as well as support for voice commands, a map name that sticks to the player, new vehicles and the new

Rescue helicopter winch that allows personnel to be rescued
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